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chromosome bands
The UCSC Genome Browser can display
genomic data at any resolution from an entire
chromosome down to a single base. Here is a
bird’s-eye view of human chromosome 6,
featuring several phenotype and variation
data tracks.
In addition, a small “custom track” has been
uploaded (see “Custom Tracks”, right) for
illustrative purposes: several deletions from a
fictional patient are displayed in purple, for
comparison against known chromosomal
abnormalities and regions associated with
disease.
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This simple example custom track appears in the first three sections on
the left:
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In this 10 million base region of chromosome
mouse over for more info
6, we can expand some of our tracks to see
more details about their annotations. Hovering
disease gene
the mouse/pointer over items in some tracks
annotations
provides a pop-up with more information. For
example, chromosomal abnormalities in the
GWAS catalog
DECIPHER track are labeled by patient
dbSNP “clinically associated”
number, and the pop-up displays patient
phenotypes.

Zooming in further to view two gene clusters
(TAARs, VNNs) in the neighborhood of our
smaller fictional deletion, we can observe
transcription levels and histone modifications
identified by the ENCODE project, and crossspecies nucleotide-level alignments used to
infer conservation.

Custom tracks are user-supplied data that can be uploaded to the
Genome Browser. Any data that maps with genomic coordinates can be
displayed down to base-pair resolution. Multiple file formats allow simple
block display, gene structures, sequence alignments, and plots of values
mapped to coordinates.
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The last section on the left contains three custom tracks using 1000
Genomes Project files served by FTP from NCBI: two BAM alignment
files and one VCF file with genotypes.

Data Hubs are web-accessible directories of genomic data files that can
be viewed on the Genome Browser alongside the native annotation
tracks. Creating a Data Hub allows a project’s tracks to be organized
into composite and super-tracks, so that collections of tracks that share
an attribute such as cell line or ChIP factor can be selected and
configured as a group.
Data hubs can be public (listed in the Genome Browser) or unlisted
(users must paste in the URL of the data hub).
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Once you have configured the
Genome Browser to show exactly
the regions and data tracks that
make your point (including Custom
Tracks, if any), save it as a session
to share with colleagues. Load the
session using the interface shown
here or send a URL and a single
click opens the session.

Table Browser filters, intersects, combines, reformats Genome Browser data.

Searching for a SNP such as rs2549009
(which partially predicts transcriptional activity
of IRF1, possibly in conjunction with an
unidentified variant*) causes the SNP ID to be
highlighted; here, we can compare phased
genotypes observed in 1,094 samples by the
1000 Genomes Project.
*

Functional relevance of the IRF-1 promoter polymorphism rs2549009 on
transcriptional activity in a native genomic environment.
Mertens J, Ramadori G, Mihm S. Hum Mol Genet. 2010 Dec 1;19(23):4587-94.
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Genome Graphs plots signals (e.g. your GWAS data) along all chromosomes.
Gene Sorter finds similar genes by similarity of sequence, GO terms, PFAM and more.
Proteome Browser displays protein properties along peptide sequence.
Blat swiftly aligns submitted nucleotide or protein sequences to the reference genome.
isPCR, based on Blat, finds amplicons given primer sequences.
VisiGene provides a Google Maps-like interface to high-resolution mouse and frog
in situ images.
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Downloads: text files for entire database contents, repeat-masked assembly sequence,
source files for selected tracks e.g. cross-species alignments and conservation.

Click “Help” link (upper right) to get tool-specific help pages.

Next-generation sequencing reads that have
been aligned to the genome can be colored in
several ways: gray scale alignment quality
(1000 Genomes Illumina data, right), gray
scale base qualities (1000 Genomes 454
data, right), or red/blue by strand (e.g. for
RNA-seq reads, not shown).
When viewing a sufficiently small region, the
reference genome bases are displayed at the
top of the image; on aligned reads, bases that
differ from the reference genome are
highlighted. At right is an example of an
apparent homozygous non-reference allele in
1000 Genomes Project’s high-coverage
sequencing of NA12878, also represented in
the phased genotypes below.

Search for answers to questions:
http://genome.ucsc.edu/contacts.html
Or email your question to the actively monitored public list:
genome@soe.ucsc.edu

http://genomewiki.ucsc.edu/index.php/HGV2011

OpenHelix provides free training material:
http://www.openhelix.com/downloads/ucsc/ucsc_home.shtml
and also offers training seminars (some free or discounted).
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